VILLAGE ISLAND, a challenging, young, and dynamic company,
based in Japan and well know in Asia for distribution of broadcast technologies
as well as developing of its own products, is looking for a
video Application Software Developer engineer.
[Main Requirement]
Experience in developing software for real-time process in C ++ in Windows, Linux environment.
[Conditions]
- With software developing/programming experience, as well as some experience and interest into the
video and broadcast technologies. Ideally an engineer.
- Working experience in Japan, ideally 5 years.
- Living in Japan, and used to Japanese working environment, comfortable
to communicate in language.
[Salary compensation]
Annual income may vary depending on skills and experience: 4 million yen-8 million yen
[Commuting allowance]
Transportation expenses paid based on company regulations, max 30,000 yen / month upper limit
[Working hours]
09:30-18:30 (Working from home allowed partially)
[Holidays]
125 days per year (breakdown) Saturdays, Sundays, holidays, summer vacations
Paid leave: 10 days after joining the company for 6 months, increasing with experience.
[Contact us]
Please contact saiyo@village-island.com with your resume attached.
[More about Village Island]
VILLAGE ISLAND is a challenging, young and dynamic company well known in Asia for:
Distribution of broadcast equipment and software solution: DEKTEC, SENCORE/WELLAV, BARNFIND,
DIGIGRAM, HARMONIC, CATON TECHNOLOGY and more...
- Test, Measurement & Monitoring: DEKTEC, SENCORE, SED (division of CALIAN) with addition of own
solutions.
- FPGA video technologies (ADEAS, NEXTERA, ...)
- Development of its own range of products: VICO converters integrating intoPIX TICO and JPEG-XS
codec, Multiviewer and Monitoring software, VillageFlow video workflow platform;
- Software development for strategic partners and for custom projects;
- System integrations;
- Broadcast consulting and technical services;

- Seminars
VILLAGE ISLAND disposes of a wide customer base in Asia, and more than a thousand of system
deployed.
Typical VILLAGE ISLAND customers are broadcast operators and TV/Radio stations, system integrators,
broadcast equipment and STB/TV manufactures.
Based on our solutions, our customers can easily build video generation devices, analysis devices, record
& play devices, modulators, gateways, multiplexing and encoding system to meet all their broadcasting
needs.
It is an international workplace with a representative director of Belgian nationality and several employees
from overseas.
As digital broadcasting technology is globalizing, we have our own unique technology addressing the
world.
With our dedicated team and network of qualified professionals we can offer a full range of hardware and
software solutions for all your broadcast applications. Our solutions are highly integrated, flexible, and
known as most cost-performing products on the market.
At Village Island, software development and hardware integration are key added values for our customers
and partners.
[Company website]

www.village-island.com
[Company address]

3-19-1 Shirokanedai, Minato-ku, Tokyo 108-0071, JAPAN

